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About the tool

• Streamlining and improving the management of the network
• Stepping up networking and collaboration
• Increasing the visibility of ASPnet and its members
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Structure of the tool

Public website ➔ Private website ➔ Collaborative website

1. Accessible to ASP.net members and the public
2. Reserved to authenticated members (profile management)
3. Reserved to authenticated members to share information
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1. Public website

Accessible to all Internet users in English, French and Spanish

- Publication of world directories including:
  - National coordinators and member institutions of ASPnet
  - News, information and educational resources *from, for and about* ASPnet members
  - Online requests for membership

- Highlighting and promoting news and other information *from members*
Private website

- Accessible following **authentication** with individual **user name** and **password**

- Authenticated members can publish their biography, state their subjects of interest and invite and follow members

- Provides access to members’ **private** information (national coordinators and institutions)
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3 Collaborative website

**Shared space:** exclusive access to authenticated members

Allows all members to:

- consult specific resources
- update their own information
- download content: projects, publications, videos, photographs
- share events
- find partners for twinning
95 national coordinators updated their schools’ information at the national level.

2500 schools were marked inactive by the national coordinators.

1200 schools made requests for membership.

530 resources were downloaded from the collaborative website: projects, publications, events, images and videos.
Online tool in facts and figures - visibility

280,000 pages viewed

since the launch in October 2016
OTA is yours

Every **country** member of ASPnet **counts**

*The Tool is for you and belongs to you*

*Adopt it!*
Thank you

To learn more about the online tool for ASPnet

https://aspnet.unesco.org
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